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Petition to the European Parliament: 

The “Koldau Case” at Aarhus University, Denmark 
 

 

18 July, 2012 

Dear Members of the European Parliament 

 

I hereby send you my petition for an independent and full investigation of the infringement 

of my right of freedom to speech as well as of several other rights that I, a professor at a 

Danish university, have according to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 

Union and according to Danish Administrative Law.  

Both Aarhus University – represented by dean Mette Thunø and institute director Niels 

Lehmann – and the Ombudsman of the Danish Parliament, Jørgen Steen Sørensen, have 

clearly infringed upon these rights in the period May 2010 – May 2012. 

As you will see under paragraph 2, this case is by no means singular, but has been regarded 

as symptomatic for a scandalous university system in Denmark. In February 2012, it 

triggered one of the greatest media debates on higher education that Denmark has had in the 

past 40 years. 

 

 

1. Infringement of articles of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the  

    European Union 
 

1.1 My working conditions at Aarhus University 

Infringement: 

Article 13: Freedom of the arts and sciences 

Article 31: Fair and just working conditions 

Article 21: Non-discrimination 

 

Heaving headhunted me as “ideal candidate” for the Chair of Musicology in May 2009, 

Aarhus University has subjected me to appalling working conditions that in no way corres-

pond to my qualification and my competences. I was forced to teach courses that I am neither 

qualified for nor can stand in for with regard to didactics. The department leader Pia 

Rasmussen clearly discriminated me in comparison to the eleven other colleagues at the 

Department of Music – colleagues who, in contrast to me, are Danish, have studied at Aarhus 

University in the 1970s and 80s and worked exclusively there since then. 

I tried to discuss the problems in my working conditions and suggested solutions to the 

university management – institute director Niels Lehmann, various deans and the rector, 

Lauritz B. Holm-Nielsen – from May 2010 onwards but was notoriously rebuked. From 

summer 2010 onwards, the management and various colleagues started to bully me.  

On 1 June 2011, the national newspaper Weekendavisen published a large-scale article about 

my scandalous situation at Aarhus University; I myself published a short analysis of the basic 

problems in the educational system of the humanities in the newspaper Politiken (12 June, 

2011). This triggered a major media debate with countless statements about the scandalously 

low level of university education in Denmark. 

None of my critical remarks has offended legally defined confidentiality. I had a full right to 

these public statements about the scandalous state of higher education in the humanities. 
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1.2 Negative sanctions as a consequence of my public criticism 

Infringement:  

Article 11: Freedom of expression and information 

As a consequence of my critical remarks in the media, the dean of the Faculty of Arts at 

Aarhus University, Mette Thunø, hired two “external consultants” to examine what she 

called “the problems of cooperation” at my department. One of these consultants has been 

teaching at my institute for 20 years, the other is his good personal friend. Both showed to be 

highly biased and worked according to the presetting of the dean (there exists ample 

documentation for this). In January 2012, the consultants declared me the single culprit for 

all problems at my department and my institute, and the dean gave me a reprimand 

(“advarsel”), which is the last step before dismissal. She stated clearly – documented on a 

tape recording – that I receive the reprimand “because of” my “writings in the media”. Thus, 

the university clearly infringed upon my right to freedom of speech. 

The reprimand imposed various demands on me, amongst other office arrest for a period of 

three months and surveillance by the dean’s consultants. I was likewise supposed to 

apologize to the colleagues whom I had accused of mobbing. Such chicaneries are unheard of 

in the international academic world. Various Danish lawyers and experts in administration 

have in newspaper articles and written statements (February and March 2012) described this 

reprimand and its demands as absurd. 

Despite the massive public criticism of this reprimand, Aarhus University exerted these 

sanctions against me until I finally resigned from my position (in effect from 1 January, 

2013). Aarhus University thus has deprived me of my position of professor because I dared 

voice the criticism that Danish colleagues only dare voice behind closed doors. 

 

 

1.3 The Ombudsman puts down the case without examination 

Infringement:  

Article 47: Right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial 

Article 8: Protection of personal data 

 

On 23 February, 2012, the Ombudsman of the Danish Parliament, Jørgen Steen Sørensen, 

decided upon own initiative to examine if the university’s actions go against my right to 

freedom of speech. On 16 May, 2012, however, he put the case down without examining the 

university’s infringement of my rights, stating that due to my resignation from my position as 

professor on 25 March, 2012 – a consequence of the massive chicaneries that I had 

experienced since January 2012 –, there had been “an agreement” between the university and 

me regarding my case, and that he thus no longer deemed it necessary to examine in how far 

my right to freedom of speech has been infringed upon.  

This is a false allegation. There has never been an agreement between Aarhus University and 

me regarding the university’s infringement of my right to freedom of speech, and there has 

never been any agreement with regard to the university’s sanctions against me. Thus, the 

Ombudsman has put the basic human right to freedom of speech to free disposition. 

 

The union, Dansk Magisterforening, has never supported me in the conflict against Aarhus 

University. It is the union’s obligation to represent the interests of its members. In cases of 

conflict, however, Dansk Magisterforening, notoriously supports the interests of the 
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employers. This has been confirmed in written form by numerous Danish scholars who have 

been fired or subjected to massive sanctions by Danish university managements. 

In the period August 2010 – May 2012, Aarhus University’s infringements of my rights have 

been known to and in some cases even supported by the Aarhus representatives of Dansk 

Magisterforening, Per Dahl and Charlotte Fog-Nielsen. My repeated complaints to the 

chairwoman of the union, Ingrid Stage, about their lack of support and their detrimental 

treatment of my case have been refuted several times in 2011 and 2012.  

In April 2012, union lawyer Soon-ah Sigsgaard against my explicit wish (stated in written 

form) negotiated with institute director Niels Lehmann in my absence. The result of this 

negotiation was the Ombudsman’s decision to put my case down without examination. 

Danish administrative experts have confirmed that according to Danish custom, any sort of 

negotiation between the conflicting parts would lead to such a decision. The union thus has 

blatantly acted against my interests. 

 

I have numerous written statements by Danes who confirm that there is no security of legal 

protection in Denmark. On 29 February, 2012, lawyer Michael Klejs Pedersen stated to me: 

“You are right – but you will never receive justice in a Danish court.” The same wording 

came, orally and in written form, from Member of the Parliament Alex Ahrendtsen, associate 

professor Asger Sørensen (Aarhus University), and former dean Ebbe Yndgaard (Aarhus 

University). 

 

Right to protection of personal data: In his report to the Ombudsman (5 March, 2012), Niels 

Lehmann includes a mail with attachment sent by me to department director Pia Rasmussen 

on 19 July, 2009. The mail and the attachment – an official university document – are clearly 

marked “highly confidential”, since they contain sensitive personal data on me. By sending 

this mail and attachment to the Ombudsman, Niels Lehmann has made them accessible to the 

Danish public, who has a right to demand access to the records. Aarhus University has thus 

infringed upon my right to protection of personal data. 

 

 

 

Summary: The infringement of my fundamental rights on part of Danish authorities 

Despite the media attention, Aarhus University has never received a reprimand for the 

numerous chicaneries against me and its infringement on several of my rights, both my basic 

human right to freedom of speech and several rights I have according to the Danish rules of 

good management in public institutions.  

Aarhus University has destroyed my career by denying me teaching tasks that would 

correspond to my qualification, by using unheard-of sanctions against me, and by forcing me 

to give up my position. The damage Aarhus University has done to me, with regard to my 

career, to my health, and financially, is immeasurable. I will never receive a position as 

professor again and will be without a job from January 2013 onwards. 

The Ombudsman of the Danish Parliament – who is honorary professor at Aarhus University 

– has tacitly acknowledged these infringements of my rights by putting down my case 

without examining it. Thus he has officially confirmed that the public employees’ right to 

freedom of speech can be infringed upon by the employer without any consequences. He has 

publicly humiliated me by disregarding my basic human right to freedom of speech, using a 

false allegation as reason for his withdrawal from the case. 
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2. By no means a singular case: The debate about the “Koldau case” in Denmark 
 

The so-called „Koldau-case” triggered a major media debate in February 2012, which lasted 

for over two months with massive public criticism of  

- the despotic Danish university management, legalized by the highly criticized  

Danish University Law of 2003; 

- the disastrous development of higher education in Denmark; 

- and the repeated infringement of the public employees’ right to freedom of speech.  

I myself received hundreds of mails and comments – by Danes and foreigners working or 

having worked in Denmark – that support my criticism and thank me for my courage to 

speak up in public. I also received notice of several parallel cases where professors were 

bullied out of their position by the university management because they had dared voice 

criticism in public. It is known and tacitly acknowledged that such consequences are the 

norm for public criticism at Danish universities. 

The flood of articles and comments in the leading national newspapers can easily be found 

under the newspapers’ web sites (http://politiken.dk/, www.information.dk, http://www.b.dk/, 

http://jyllands-posten.dk/) with the search word “Koldau”. The Students’ Council of Aarhus 

University has published an extensive list with links to articles about Aarhus University in 

the various media under http://www.sr.au.dk/sr/da/politik/kaos-pa-au/sr-au-i-medierne. On 

26 April, 2012, German journalist Heike Schmoll published a large-scale article about this 

case in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. 

 

 

3. Petition and objective 
 

I ask the Members of the European Parliament to make this infringement of fundamental 

human rights on part of the State of Denmark public in the European Parliament and to 

initiate an independent and thorough investigation, monitored by the European Parliament, of 

how Aarhus University and the State of Denmark have gone against my rights according to 

the European rules for basic human rights. 

It is the objective of my petition and the requested examination that  

a) Aarhus University and the Ombudsman have to take responsibility for the numerous 

infringements of my fundamental rights; 

b) public employees in Denmark, especially at universities, no longer need to fear for 

their jobs and their existence if they dare make use of their right to freedom of speech; 

c) public employees in Denmark can rely on the sound legal protection they have 

according to Danish law and to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 

Union; 

d) there finally is a chance that the appalling working conditions for Danish scholars that 

destroy higher education in the Danish humanities receive a critical revision and that 

Danish students consequently get a chance to unfold their talents without having to 

fear sanctions and bullying. This objective was the primary motivation why I voiced 

public criticism in June 2011. 

Yours sincerely    

 

 


